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Spatio-Temporal Closed-Loop Object Detection
Leonardo Galteri, Lorenzo Seidenari, Marco Bertini, and Alberto Del Bimbo, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Object detection is one of the most important tasks
of computer vision. It is usually performed by evaluating a subset
of the possible locations of an image that are more likely to
contain the object of interest. Exhaustive approaches have now
been superseded by object proposal methods. The interplay of
detectors and proposal algorithms has not been fully analyzed
and exploited up to now, although this is a very relevant problem
for object detection in video sequences. We propose to connect, in
a closed-loop, detectors and object proposal generator functions
exploiting the ordered and continuous nature of video sequences.
Different from tracking we only require a previous frame to
improve both proposal and detection: no prediction based on
local motion is performed, thus avoiding tracking errors. We
obtain 3 to 4 points of improvement in mAP and a detection
time that is lower than Faster R-CNN, which is the fastest CNN
based generic object detector known at the moment.
Index Terms—Object Detection, Video Analysis, Objectness
I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection is one of the most important tasks of
computer vision and as such has received considerable atten-
tion from the research community. Typically object detectors
identify one or more bounding boxes in the image containing
an object and associate a category label to it. These detectors
are specific for each class of objects, and for certain domains
exist a vast literature of specialized methods, such as face
detection [9], [27], [42] and pedestrian detection [11], [17].
In recent years the objectness measure, that quantifies
how likely an image window is containing an object of any
class [2], has become popular [3], [8], [12], [32], [38]. The
popularity of objectness proposal methods lies in the fact that
they can be used as a pre-processing step for object detection
to speed up specific object detectors.
The idea is to determine a subset of all possible windows
in an image with a high probability of containing an object,
and feed them to specific object detectors. Object proposals
algorithms perform two main operations: generate a set of
bounding boxes and assign an objectness score to each box.
The window proposal step is typically much faster than
the exhaustive evaluation of the object detector. Considering
that a “sliding window” detector has typically to evaluate
106 windows, if it is possible to reduce this number to 103–
104, evaluating only these proposals, then the overall speed is
greatly improved. In this sense objectness proposal methods
can be related to cascade methods which perform a preliminary
fast, although inaccurate, classification to discard the vast
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majority of unpromising proposals [21]. Reducing the search
space of object bounding boxes has also the advantage of
reducing the false positive rate of the object detector.
The great majority of methods for objectness proposal
have dealt with images, while approaches to video objectness
proposal are oriented toward segmentation in supervoxels [41],
deriving objectness measures from the “tubes” of superpixels
that form them [29], [40]. This process is often computation-
ally expensive and requires to process the whole video.
In this paper we present a novel and computationally effi-
cient spatio-temporal objectness estimation method, that takes
advantage of the temporal coherence of videos. The proposed
method exploits the sequential nature of videos to improve
the quality of proposals based on the available information
on previous frames determined by detector outputs. We define
this approach as closed-loop proposals, since we exploit not
only the current frame visual feature but also the proposals
evaluated on a previous frame. Integrating the output of
objectness proposals with object detection, we obtain a higher
detection rate when computing spatio-temporal objectness in
videos and we also improve the detection running time.
We point out that our approach is different from tracking
and is not based on any form of it. Object tracking, especially
in the multi-target setting, is usually addressed using object
detectors and some data association strategy that can be either
causal [5] and non-causal [28]. In the proposed approach
we exploit the temporal coherence of sequences causally, but
we do not estimate motion of objects, either implicitly or
explicitly. Moreover, our end goal differs from the one of
tracking, that is to precisely locate an object instance in order
to keep its identity correct as long as possible. Our goal is
to enhance the quality of object proposals so to improve both
detection quality and speed.
II. RELATED WORKS
The problem of quantifying how likely a part of an image
is showing an object of some class is related to saliency
detection. Works in this area typically aim at predicting salient
points of human eye fixation [34] or modeling visual attention
[4]. However, a detector may need to handle objects that are
not visually conspicuous or that do not draw human gaze,
thus an object proposal method should be able to deal also
with objects that are not salient. Desirable properties for an
object proposal method are:
• High object detection rate / proposal recall: to avoid
discarding good candidate windows that are not processed
by a specific object detector at a later stage.
• High computational efficiency / low processing time:
to allow using the method in real-time applications or
to effectively use it as pre-processing step in an object
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Fig. 1: Schemes of: (a) typical objectness/detection pipeline; (b) our spatio-temporal objectness interaction. In our method
window proposals are passed to the detector at time t and the detector output obtained at time t−1 is fed back to the proposal
algorithm to improve window ranking. This approach reduces the number of proposals w.r.t. typical pipeline.
detection pipeline. This property is related to the number
of candidate window proposals that are computed.
• Good object generalization: to detect a large number
of different objects, so that proposals can be used with
many different specific object detectors.
• Good cross-dataset generalization: to maintain an ac-
ceptable detection rate on a testing dataset that is different
from that of training, without need of retraining.
• High repeatability: to consistently propose windows
on similar image content, despite image perturbation or
changes, thus allowing to exploit proposals for a better
training of object detectors [21].
Hosang et al. [21] have very recently presented a comparison
of twelve object proposal methods for images, applying them
to Pascal VOC 2007, MS COCO and ImageNet 2013 datasets,
comparing some of these properties.
A. Spatial Objectness
These methods propose a relatively small number of propos-
als (e.g. 103–104) that should cover all the objects of an image,
independently from their class. Typically they rely on low-
level segmentation such as the method proposed by Felzen-
szwalb and Huttenlocher [16], or use their own segmentation
algorithm.
Gu et al. [20] have presented a framework for object de-
tection and segmentation that groups hierarchically segments
to detect candidate objects, evaluating performance using the
bounding boxes that encompass these regions.
The method proposed by Alexe et al. [2], [3] uses different
cues such as multi-scale saliency, color contrast, edge den-
sity, superpixels segments, location and size of the proposal
window, combining them in a Bayesian framework.
Enders et al. [13] generate a set of segmentations by
performing graph cuts based on a seed region and a learned
affinity function. Regions are ranked using structured learning
based on a mix of a large number of cues.
Uijlings et al. [38] propose a method that requires no
parameter learning, combining exhaustive search and segmen-
tation in a data-driven selective search. The approach is based
on hierarchical grouping of regions, using color, texture and
region features. The work of Manén et al. [26] is similar in
spirit to that of [38], but randomizing the merging process and
learning the weights of the merging function.
Instead of following a hierarchical approach, the method
proposed by Carreira and Sminchisescu [6] generates sets of
overlapping segments, obtained solving a binary segmentation
problem, initialized with different seeds. Segments are ranked
by objectness using a trained regressor.
Differently from the methods reported above, the two meth-
ods proposed by Zitnick and Dollár [43], and Cheng et al. [8]
do not use image segmentation.
The method of [43], called Edge Boxes, computes a scoring
function in a sliding window fashion. Scoring is performed
measuring the number of edges that exist in the box minus
those that are members of contours that overlap the box’s
boundary.
The method of [8] is the fastest approach, as reported in the
comparison of [22], and uses a simple linear classifier over
edge features, that is trained and applied in a sliding window
manner. The efficiency of the approach is due to the use of
approximated features, binarized normed gradients that give
the name (BING) of the method.
State of the art object detection is nowadays achieved by
region based convolutional neural network methods [14], [18],
[19], [33]. R-CNN pioneered this task by simply applying a
pre-trained network to regions. Improved accuracy in detection
is then achieved fine-tuning the network on object boxes and
learning a bounding box regressor.
More recent approaches [18], [33] have applied a similar
idea but avoiding a full computation of the convolutional
feature for each region, sharing instead a single image feature
map for all the evaluated boxes.
Recently Ren et al. [33] presented Faster R-CNN, an
integrated approach of proposal and detection computation.
Faster R-CNN adds a Region Proposal Network (RPN) to
Fast R-CNN thus exploiting the same convolutional feature
computation pipeline to compute proposals. This approach
is efficient in terms of computation time since it avoids the
burden of proposal generation from an external module, by
sharing the features among RPN and Fast R-CNN detection.
Following this setting a few objectness methods have been
built on top of convolutional features. Multibox [14] ap-
proaches exploit a saliency based approach and after classi-
fying an image they propose a few boxes per class on salient
regions.
Different from the fully integrated approach of [33], Deep-
Box and DeepMask [30] learn to generate windows, or even
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masks with a deep convolutional architecture. These methods
have a higher recall with respect to EdgeBoxes although they
are more than an order of magnitude slower.
B. Spatio-Temporal Objectness
Objectness proposal in videos is typically cast as a problem
of supervoxel segmentation, although supervoxel evaluation
measures - such as those used in [41] - are reported as not
being directly indicative of the performance of such methods
when applied to spatio-temporal objectness proposal [29].
Van den Bergh et al. [40] have addressed the problem by
tracking windows aligned with supervoxels, obtained from
frame superpixel segmentation [39], over multiple frames
using an online optimization; the proposed method runs at
30fps on a single modern CPU. Oneata et al. [29] follow
a similar approach, in principle, by segmenting individual
frames into a superpixel graph, then computing supervoxels
through temporal hierarchical clustering. Spatio-temporal ob-
ject detection proposals are based on supervoxel segmentation,
obtained using a version of the region growing method of
Manén et al. [26] extended to the temporal domain.
Spatio-temporal objectness measures have been used to
perform co-localization, i.e. spatial localization of common
objects in a set of videos. Prest et al. [31] have proposed
a fully automatic pipeline to learn object detectors from
object proposals; segments of coherent motion are extracted
from video shots, and spatio-temporal bounding boxes are fit
to each segment, forming video “tubes” that are then used
to train detectors, following a selection process based on
objectness probability. The approach proposed by Joulin et
al. [23] extends the method of image co-localization of [36] to
videos, extending it with temporal terms and constraints, and
solves efficiently the resulting quadratic problem applying the
Frank-Wolfe algorithm. Unlike [31], the method does not use
video tubes. Kwak et al. [25] address video object detection
as a combination of two processes, i.e. object discovery
and tracking, that complement each other. During discov-
ery, regions containing similar objects are matched across
different videos, while tracking associates prominent regions
within each video. Motion statistics of individual regions and
temporal consistency between consecutive regions are used
to improve tracking and obtain the video tubes for object
detection.
C. Video Object Detection
Recently, convolutional neural networks have been applied
to the problem of video object detection. Tripathi et al. [37]
have proposed a video object proposal method based on spatio-
temporal edge contents, and a deep-learning based method for
video object detection applied to clusters of these proposals.
Class labels are propagated through streaming clusters of
spatio-temporal consistent proposals, speeding up detection
by 3× with respect to per-frame detection. Kang et al. [24]
have proposed a framework for video object detection based
on CNNs that detect and track proposals. In a first stage
video tubelets are proposed, combining object detection, to
provide high-confidence anchors to the tracker, and tracking,
to generate new proposals and to aggregate detections. In
a second stage tubelets are classified and re-scored through
spatial max-pooling and temporal convolution, for robust box-
scoring and for incorporating temporal consistency.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The method is based on the intuition that since objectness
proposals are used as a pre-processing step followed by
object detection, it is possible to exploit the joint statistics of
window proposals and detections to compute spatio-temporal
objectness in a video sequence, improving both detection rate
and speed. Detection accuracy is improved by eliminating
possible false detections, while processing speed is improved
by selecting a reduced number of areas to be tested by the
detector.
Typically window proposal methods require 103 windows
to cover more than 90% of the objects shown in an image.
In case objects are very small the number of proposals may
become 104. Considering video frame sequences, it is natural
to use the detection of an object to improve the next proposal,
since objects will likely be in about the same position in
the next frame. Based on this consideration, we propose a
feedback model accounting for spatio-temporal consistency
of detections and window proposals over time, that re-ranks
object proposals based on the overlap with detections and
detector scores obtained in the previous frame. Using the
outcome of a detector on a frame reduces the number, and
improves the quality, of the proposals in a later frame. On
the other hand those proposals are used to speed and improve
the quality of detection in the following frame. In contrast
to classical object detection pipelines, shown in Fig. 1a,
our approach exploits previous frame detections to improve
proposals. As shown in Fig. 1b, providing the detection as
a feedback will allow to select a reduced number of higher
quality proposals.
Given a video sequence with T frames, consider a set of
object proposals
W := {w1(1), . . . , wP (1), . . . , w1(T ), . . . , wP (T )} (1)
for the ease of notation we assume the proposal method
computes a fixed amount of proposals P for each frame, but
this is not a fixed requirement.
Considering the task of detecting objects from multi-
ple classes, a set of models M will be trained to out-
put a vector of |M| scores for every window. A detector
C (F,w,M) : F × R4 → R|M| is a function evaluating a
proposal for a frame F according to some set of models M
and image features F . Given a proposal wi(t) the detector C
will associate it to a score vector si(t) ∈ R
|M|.
Let Dt be the set of scored proposals at time t defined by
the tuples di(t) := 〈wi(t), si(t)〉. The final set of detections
Dt is obtained preserving tuples di such that
||sign(si(t)− τM)||1 > 0 (2)
and performing non maximal suppression [18], where τM is
a model specific threshold vector on the soft-max per class
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output. To obtain detection windows useful for proposal re-
ranking, we want to retain only the ones that have been as-
signed to at least one object class. This condition is ensured by
the strict positivity of the L1-norm of the signs of thresholded
classifier outputs vector as expressed by Eq. 2.
An object proposal method can be seen as a function,
P (w,F ) : F×R4 → R evaluating the probability that a given
window w in a frame F contains an object, independently from
the object category, namely p(object|w).
For a given frame at time t, our goal is to induce an ordering
on set Wt of proposals, exploiting information of previously
evaluated ones d(t− 1) ∈ Dt−1, thus defining the ordered set
P̂t := {ŵ1(t), . . . , ŵP (t)} such that
p(object|ŵi(t)) > p(object|ŵi−1(t)) (3)
p(object|ŵi(t)) > p(object|wi(t)), i < θ (4)
The new ranking should keep the objectness property, de-
fined by Eq. 3, meaning that highly ranked windows are more
likely to contain an object than lowly ranked ones. According
to Eq. 4, our re-ranked set P̂t should have a better ranking
than Wt, meaning that, in the first θ windows, the probability
of finding an object for the i-th window of our re-ranked set
P̂t is higher than for the same-rank window in Wt.
We can define the likelihood of finding a generic object on










Considering that P̂t is a re-ordered version of Wt and that
|Wt| = |P̂t|, it is true that L̂o = Lo. However, if Equation
3 and Equation 4 hold, a more interesting result is obtained
considering only a subset of the proposals; with the improved













This means that we can evaluate a set of lower cardinality
K instead of the full proposal set without compromising the
chance of finding the objects we are seeking with our classifier.
Evaluating less proposals also means reducing the chance of
finding false detections. This is an important benefit of our
model that is useful to reduce the computational complexity
and also to improve the accuracy of classifiers.
Since object detectors are trained to output a maximal score
when the evaluated windows have high overlap with ground
truth object windows, we can exploit detector scores as proxies
of the probability of finding an object in the area occupied by
an evaluated window wi.
Therefore to obtain the new set of proposals P̂ we link
the detector and the proposal functions in a causal manner.
Consider a set of N detections di(t − 1) ∈ Dt−1, obtained
from a frame at time t− 1, and a set of proposals in frame at
time t, it is possible to compute a spatio-temporal objectness







IoU (wk(t), di(t− 1)) · sim(t− 1)
(8)
where ok(t) represents the objectness score and
IoU (w, d) =
area (w ∩ d)
area (w ∪ d)
(9)
is the overlap measure of the windows computed according to
the PASCAL overlap criterion [15]. Term si is obtained via
soft-max normalization therefore is comparable across classes
without further calibration.
The IoU term makes sure that si can increase the objectness
score of a proposal only if the detection window and the
proposal window are overlapping, weighting the increase in
objectness score by the overlap.
Finally, α is a parameter that weights the two parts of the
function, and its optimal value is dependent on the dataset
and the performance of the proposal algorithm that is used. In
the following experiments we tuned this parameter by cross-
validation, maximizing detection rate with 1000 proposals
(DET@1000) for each dataset and object detector used.
The function of Eq. 8, is composed by two parts:
• Objectness measure. The objectness score computed
using a spatial objectness measure obtained from an
object proposal algorithm such as BING or EdgeBoxes.
• Feedback Term. This term combines two terms via
multiplication: i) the overlap measure IoU(·, ·) accounting
for the fact that proposal windows that have larger overlap
with detection windows are more likely to contain the
objects detected in the next frame, and the higher the
overlap the higher the probability of this; ii) the detection
score sim accounting for the fact that not all detection
windows really contain objects, and this is more likely
for windows with a low detector confidence score. Thus
detection windows with higher detector confidence are to
be weighted more, to rank higher the objectness windows
that contain objects.
Using the spatio-temporal objectness measure of Eq. 8 al-
lows to greatly reduce the number of object proposal windows.
The main differences of the proposed method with respect
to previous approaches can be summarized as follows. Dif-
ferently from the [25], [31] video object proposal methods,
and from the video object detection methods of [24], [37],
the proposed method does not perform any tracking although
it is possible, in principle, to track the P̂ proposal windows
to obtain video tubes. However, experimental results show
that even without this additional processing it is possible to
outperform the methods of [24], [25], [31] on two standard
datasets. Differently from [23], [25], [31] the proposed method
is supervised, as [24]. Differently from [37], that extends
EdgeBoxes from image object proposals to videos exploiting
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temporal edge responses, the proposed method is based on im-
age objectness measures, and the temporal aspect is included
in Eq. 8. This allows to choose different proposal methods,
e.g. depending on the needed speed or performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In the following experiments we evaluate the performance
of the proposed method on videos, comparing it with three fast
state-of-the art methods – BING1, Edge Boxes2 and Region
Proposal Networks used by Faster R-CNN3 – in terms of
detection rate and speed. The method has been tested on
the YouTube Objects dataset (YTO) [31], commonly used to
test video object detection and proposal methods, and on the
ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset [1], commonly used to test video
object detection.
The YouTube Objects dataset (YTO) [31] contains 10
classes and consists between 9 and 24 videos for each class;
to eliminate issues due to video compression artifacts 570,000
decompressed frames are provided. We report the results, in
terms of localization metric (CorLoc) [10] that is typically
used for evaluation on YTO; this experimental setup allows
to compare the proposed method with the approaches of Prest
et al. [31], Joulin et al. [23], Kwak et al. [25] and Kang et
al. [24].
The ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset release used is the initial
one, containing 30 object classes and consisting of 3 splits: a
training set of 1952 fully-labeled video snippets with a length
between 6 to 5213 frames per snippet; a validation set of 281
fully-labeled video snippets with a length between 11 to 2898
frames per snippet; a test set of 458 snippets whose ground
truth annotation is not publicly available. We report the results,
in terms of mean average precision (mAP), on the validation
set; this experimental setup allows to compare the proposed
method with the approach of Kang et al. [24].
The ILSVRC 2015 DET dataset comprises the fully an-
notated synsets from 200 basic level categories selected to
provide various challenges such as object scale, level of image
clutterness and average number of object instances.
We used Fast R-CNN as object detector using the implemen-
tation from [33]. For the YouTube Objects dataset our model
has been trained using the Faster R-CNN framework starting
from the pre-trained network named VGG CNN M 1024 [7],
fine-tuning both the classifier and the region proposal net on
PASCAL VOC 2007, since the YouTube Objects dataset object
classes are a subset of the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset.
For the ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset we trained the model
using the pre-trained network named VGG 16 [35] as a
starting point, fine-tuning both the classifier and the region
proposal on the whole ILSVRC 2015 DET training set and
some additional images from the training set of the ILSVRC
2015 VID dataset, choosing the ratio of 4 : 1 between DET
and VID sets.
1We used the code publicly available at http://mmcheng.net/bing/
2We used the code publicly available at http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/
downloads/389109f6-b4e8-404c-84bf-239f7cbf4e3d/
3We used the code publicly available at https://github.com/rbgirshick/
py-faster-rcnn
Faster R-CNN learns a Region Proposal Network (RPN) and
an object detector which is architecturally equivalent to Fast
R-CNN. Therefore the object detector weights are transferable
to Fast R-CNN on which Faster R-CNN is based on. Indeed
we used the same object detector weights in both frameworks.
We refer to the detector as Faster R-CNN when we used Fast
R-CNN and RPN as proposal sharing the weights, as referred
by Ren et al. [33], and we refer to Fast R-CNN when proposals
are computed externally.
A. Spatio-temporal objectness performance
In this set of experiments we evaluate the performance of
the proposed spatio-temporal objectness method in terms of
proposal correct localization.
The analysis of the behavior of our re-ranking process is
shown in Fig. 2. We report the score of the detector on boxes
of each rank, averaged over all frames and classes – we do not
consider the scoring of detectors of classes different from the
one present in the ground truth. This experiment shows that our
boxes have a higher average detector score, meaning they are
more precisely located on the object; moreover it can be seen
how the highly scored boxes are all concentrated in the first
30-50 proposal while for the baseline methods they are more
spread along the tail of the curve. A first qualitative glance at
how our closed-loop spatio-temporal proposal improves over
static baselines can be given in Fig. 3. It is clear, in this subset
of frames, that our method increases the accuracy and quality
of proposals generated by all baselines.
In Fig. 4 we evaluate the performance of proposals alone in
terms of CorLoc on YTO. In this experiment we do not test if
objects are correctly classified but only if proposal bounding
boxes overlap with objects of any class. We compare all open-
loop baselines and our closed-loop proposals with the method
proposed by Oneata et al. [29]. The method of [29] has a
performance close to BING, when using very few windows,
but as the number of window proposals increases this is
reverted. Our closed-loop proposal ranking obtains very high
recall even with few tens of windows compared with open-
loop baselines. Note that even if proposal recall is predictive
of detector accuracy [21] evaluating detectors on proposals is
necessary to assess the final detection result. This analysis is
reported in the following Sect. IV-B.
Moreover, it has to be noted that the method of [29] is
dominated by the LDOF optical flow computation and roughly
requires 15 seconds to process each frame, instead of the 0.16
required by EdgeBoxes, 0.017 required by BING and 0.006 by
RPN. Note that RPN timing is reported on a high-end GPU
(NVIDIA Titan X) while BING, EdgeBoxes and the timing
from [29] are reported using a single-core implementation on
a 3.6 GHz CPU.
In Tab. I we compare with previously published methods
[23], [24], [25], [31]. Our method is above the state-of-the art
reported by Kang et al. [24]. Note that our method and the
one by Kang et al. both use an algorithm trained with object
class supervision, while [23], [25], [31] are unsupervised.
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Fig. 2: Average box detector score varying box rank on Youtube Objects. Proposals obtained with our method have higher
scores in average and highly scored proposal have higher rank with respect to the baselines.
Method Avg.
Prest et al. [31] 51.7 17.5 34.4 34.7 22.3 17.9 13.5 26.7 41.2 25.0 28.5
Joulin et al. [23] 25.1 31.2 27.8 38.5 41.2 28.4 33.9 35.6 23.1 25.0 31.0
Kwak et al. [25] 56.5 66.4 58.0 76.8 39.9 69.3 50.4 56.3 53.0 31.0 55.7
Kang et al. [24] 94.1 69.7 88.2 79.3 76.6 18.6 89.6 89.0 87.3 75.3 76.8
RPN Closed-Loop 70.7 76.0 70.2 93.2 76.5 88.6 87.4 84.4 81.4 67.9 79.6
RPN 48.5 56.3 55.7 61.2 68.7 69.6 62.2 80.5 34.0 53.6 59.0
EdgeBoxes Closed-Loop 87.8 94.8 81.7 95.1 84.3 97.5 78.0 61.0 94.8 76.8 85.2
EdgeBoxes 71.9 72.9 75.6 86.4 52.2 91.1 79.5 62.3 74.2 71.4 73.8
BING Closed-Loop 71.1 87.5 54.2 90.3 80.0 92.4 89.0 85.7 79.4 69.6 79.9
BING 35.2 55.2 42.0 55.3 67.8 54.4 46.5 64.9 25.8 50.0 49.7
TABLE I: Localization performances on the YTO dataset. We run all proposal methods with 10 windows per frame in the
baseline and Closed-Loop (CL) version.
B. Detection performance on video
In the following set of experiments we evaluate the closed-
loop object detector on videos. We perform several compar-
isons to assess the behavior of our technique using three state-
of-the art proposals EdgeBoxes, BING and RPN. We focus
on the former since it runs in under 200ms per frame and it
obtains state-of-the art results in terms of recall and detection
accuracy [21]. We also evaluate the quality of our approach
using BING which is less performant in terms of recall and
detection accuracy but has a much lower run-time; indeed
BING proposals can be computed in less than 20ms on modern
CPUs. Finally we test our strategy with Faster R-CNN, the
fastest and most performing detector tested on still images
[33].
First we assess the effect of the number of evaluated
proposals on detection accuracy. In Figure 5 it is clear that
even with a very low number of proposals, as low as 30 per
frame, we can obtain a mAP figure that is similar or better than
the open-loop baselines using one order more of proposals.
The best performing proposal method on YTO is Edge-
Boxes. Faster R-CNN is the second best. BING performs the
worst but is surprisingly close to Faster R-CNN. Note that our
closed-loop detection improves all three open-loop baselines.
As it can be seen from Fig. 5 our method improves the
detection accuracy on both datasets, reducing false positives
and selecting a set of higher quality proposals for the detector
down stream. In this experiment we show how reducing the
set of windows to a very compact set, 30 windows per frame,
we are able to perform as well or better than with the full set
of non re-ranked windows with the further benefit of speeding
up the computation.
Considering the curves in Fig. 2 the RPN proposal appears
to be the best although in term of detection is outperformed
by EdgeBoxes. This happens because EdgeBoxes provides a
better recall covering a higher percentage of objects in frames
as is measured in Fig. 4. Being EdgeBoxes dataset agnostic it
is likely that RPN is suffering from overfitting with respect to
PASCAL VOC 2007, on which it is trained. We believe that
this behavior depends on the fact that the model used on YTO
has not been tuned on video frames. Instead, on ILSVRC we
trained the detectors using frames from the DET and the VID
training subsets. We believe that this improved performance is
due to the additional tuning of the CNN on this larger set of
data which also comprises video frames.
In Tab. II we report a comparison on YTO of our closed-
loop detector using 50 proposals computed from BING, Edge-
Boxes and using Faster R-CNN with the respective baselines.
Our method obtains from 3 to 4 points increase in term
of mean average precision. We improve on all classes except
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EdgeBoxes BING RPN
EdgeBoxes Closed-Loop BING Closed-Loop RPN Closed-Loop
Fig. 3: Sample frames from the 10 classes from YouTube Objects dataset with the 10 highest ranked boxes. Baselines are
presented in odd columns and our improved closed-loop proposal on even columns. Each box is represented as an overlapping
transparent red box on the image. Our closed-loop proposal are more concentrated and accurate with respect to baseline
methods.
for “boat”, that is the hardest class to detect. In this case
the detection feedback has not enough quality to obtain a
good re-ranking of proposals, therefore the exhaustive proposal
evaluation may perform better.
Our method is able to increase the detection performance
by reducing the amount of false positives per frame since it
process a set of proposal with a high likelihood of containing
an object.
Tab. III reports results of our method applied to RPN, EB
and BING baselines on the validation set from ILSVRC 2015
VID using just 20 windows per frame. It can be observed
that our closed-loop approach improves for most of the 30
classes. The only severe issues are on the “monkey” and
“squirrel” classes. These classes are the most challenging and
the detection quality is not adequate to provide any benefit
in the loop. Interestingly we can boost the mAP on “squirrel”
from 3.3 to 29.6 for RPN. Another challenging class is “lion”,
on this class our method obtains a high improvement for EB
and BING, while on RPN we have a similar result. Out of 30
classes, closed-loop improves RPN on 20, EB on 25 and BING
on 28. Finally, our Faster R-CNN model (RPN) using closed-
loop improves over Kang et al. [24] using just 20 window
proposals per frame. In our preliminary experiments, training
only on frames from DET reported a lower mAP, e.g. 41.0 for
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(b) ILSVRC 2015 VID
Fig. 5: Detection accuracy with different proposals techniques and detectors on YouTube Objects and ILSVRC VID. Our
Closed-Loop proposal improves mean average precision with respect to all baseline proposals. The gain is larger for a little
amount of windows (10-50)
Proposal mAP
RPN Closed-Loop 68.3 72.7 44.3 88.8 58.3 60.2 71.5 69.1 77.3 58.6 66.9
RPN 58.6 63.6 47.2 85.3 53.4 60.8 67.1 65.5 67.5 52.3 62.1
EB Closed-Loop 72.7 81.3 58.6 90.5 64.8 63.0 65.3 62.5 79.7 66.0 70.4
EB 71.3 75.2 59.2 86.2 54.1 62.5 65.9 62.7 78.8 60.7 67.6
BING Closed-Loop 62.2 79.7 50.0 84.3 53.3 56.9 69.5 66.2 76.4 62.5 66.1
BING 56.6 74.9 51.3 82.6 53.3 61.0 66.7 65.2 68.4 59.9 64.0
TABLE II: Comparison of open-loop and closed-loop proposals on YouTube Objects dataset using Fast R-CNN as a detector
with 50 boxes. Using less or more boxes per frame resulted with worst or equal performance for all proposals in open- and
closed-loop setting.
RPN closed-loop. We believe that the distribution of visual
features in video, mostly because of blur and compression
artifacts differs from the one in still images, and adding a
small amount, i.e. a 4 : 1 ratio, of VID frames to the training
set helps fine-tuning the CNN and the proposal network, and
leads to an improvement of almost 10 mAP points.
Our algorithm is based mainly on the re-ranking process
expressed in Eq. 8, where the only free parameter is α. We
show how the value of α influences detection performance
for different proposal algorithms and amount of evaluated
windows in Figure 6. The alpha parameter appears to cor-
relate negatively with the amount of windows evaluated.
Our understanding of this behavior is that since the set of
feedback windows Dt−1 is the signal from which we obtain
our information, if this signal is weak the feedback term must
compensate this lack of information. Finally the behavior of
α depends on the distribution of objectness scores ok which
can differ quite significantly between the analyzed methods.
In real-time applications such as automotive or visual
surveillance it is likely not possible to analyse a stream at 30
frames per second, therefore a certain frame drop will occur
causing the video to be processed at a lower frame rate. We
are interested in analysing the performance of our approach in
this more realistic setting. To assess the behavior of a closed-
loop proposal we test it dropping frames, meaning that instead
of using the frame before the one to be analysed as a source
for detection windows di(t−1), we use di(t−n), n ∈ [2, 15].
In Fig. 7 we show how much detection accuracy of our
method degrades if the source of detection windows is farther
in time with respect to the current frame. It can be seen that
our closed-loop method always performs better than its open-
loop baseline.
C. Execution speed
In Tab. IV we report timing and mAP for our proposed
closed-loop object detection method compared with the open-
loop baselines. Our closed-loop method is able to produce
a significant speed-up without loosing detection accuracy; for
EdgeBoxes we even obtain a better mAP with our closed-loop
proposal with respect to the open-loop baseline.
The gain in speed is higher for faster proposals since the full
set of proposal has always to be computed before re-ranking
and we can only reduce the amount of windows to be evaluated
by the object detectors later in the pipeline.
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Method
Kang [24] 72.7 75.5 42.2 39.5 25.0 64.1 36.3 51.1 24.4 48.6 65.6 73.9 61.7 82.4 30.8 34.4
RPN Closed-Loop 74.8 59.3 44.8 35.9 37.0 56.7 31.9 54.3 26.2 74.1 58.1 91.8 53.3 63.5 57.1 23.5
RPN 61.8 55.4 42.8 26.9 35.4 56.5 23.8 52.2 26.6 71.9 46.9 92.3 51.0 76.4 57.3 24.8
EB Closed-Loop 44.3 56.4 50.6 17.3 25.1 61.8 16.4 45.9 26.0 72.7 53.0 36.2 60.9 76.1 55.4 16.3
EB 54.2 38.1 22.5 14.3 20.8 46.2 13.0 54.2 21.0 63.4 51.1 58.0 39.7 33.7 19.5 0.2
BING Closed-Loop 29.1 35.9 37.4 23.2 22.5 46.1 15.6 35.1 16.3 54.6 58.2 44.7 50.4 72.1 49.5 9.6
BING 16.2 36.2 29.3 18.5 16.5 42.0 11.2 31.9 9.5 45.7 57.0 30.6 46.2 62.9 22.6 3.3
mean AP
Kang [24] 54.2 1.6 61.0 36.6 19.7 55.0 38.9 2.6 42.8 54.6 66.1 69.2 26.5 68.6 47.5
RPN Closed-Loop 68.7 0.0 66.7 15.2 19.1 73.1 34.9 29.2 34.1 85.1 59.4 72.1 36.6 62.0 50.0
RPN 68.2 0.0 61.0 14.5 20.6 64.3 37.6 3.3 34.0 86.6 59.8 73.1 35.9 57.9 47.3
EB Closed-Loop 67.4 0.0 55.2 20.9 35.9 65.0 27.8 0.1 33.0 84.3 63.3 81.4 16.4 42.4 43.6
EB 30.7 0.0 59.0 5.4 40.8 74.9 25.5 0.0 18.4 74.5 60.2 73.7 5.5 30.3 35.0
BING Closed-Loop 60.4 0.0 52.7 8.6 29.0 49.9 3.6 0.3 28.0 68.2 41.4 62.7 12.8 34.7 35.1
BING 56.4 0.0 48.9 3.1 26.0 47.8 2.6 1.7 15.0 66.6 28.4 56.0 5.7 24.9 28.8
TABLE III: Comparison of our method with Kang et al. [24] on ILSVRC VID dataset using 20 boxes per frame. Closed-Loop
improves the map of RPN on 20, EB on 25 and BING on 28 out of 30 classes. Moreover our approach using RPN improves
over the current state-of-the art.
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Fig. 6: Effect of parameter α on detection accuracy for EdgeBoxes and BING varying the amount of proposals.
Proposal Detector Time/frame Speed-up mAP GPU
RPN Closed-Loop Faster R-CNN 56 ms 34% 66.9 yes
RPN Faster R-CNN 75 ms 67.0 yes
EB Closed-Loop Fast R-CNN 206 ms 21% 70.3 no
EB Fast R-CNN 250 ms 69.2 no
BING Closed-Loop Fast R-CNN 63 ms 70% 65.6 no
BING Fast R-CNN 107 ms 65.6 no
TABLE IV: Timing of our Closed-Loop proposals combined
with Fast R-CNN detector, also compared with region proposal
networks (RPN) and Faster R-CNN detector. The GPU flag
indicates whether the proposal set is generated using GPU.
Detection is always performed on GPU.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a novel closed-loop proposal
strategy to be used on video sequences for object detection.
Existing object proposal methods do not exploit the temporal
ordering of frames. To the best of our knowledge we are
the first to analyse and exploit the interplay between object
detection and proposals. We show that our closed-loop strategy
to generate proposals can improve speed and accuracy at the
same time.
Our model is general and can be applied to any object
detection pipeline on videos, which is based on window
evaluation. We reported results using three state of the art
object proposals in conjunction with Faster R-CNN, which
is the fastest and most accurate object detector available.
We measured a consistent improvement in proposal correct
localization, detection accuracy and overall speed. The main
limitation of our approach is constituted by the performance
of the object detectors. If the open-loop detection quality is
poor, the feedback can not provide any benefit.
Finally our method exploits the information of detectors in
a causal manner and is robust to frame drop, thus providing
ground for real-time applications.
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